
Model           Mount 1
Product Code POR 1459 (black)
Max Height 157cm
Tripod Weight Upto 1.29Kg 
Bearing Weight Upto 4kg

Technical Specifiation

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

www.portronics.com Package Contents : Tripod, Phone Holder, GoPro Adapter, Carry Bag, User Manual

MOUNT 1
Multifunctional Foldable Tripod

2,499/-`
MRP

Missing on Good Shots Often: 
At times you are in an urgent need for a photography aide that is there 

with you all the time, but that is not feasible humanely, is it! But what if you 

had the perfect companion, who tirelessly supports your photography 

urges!

Make Photography An Enriching Experience: 
Take your skills a notch higher with Mount 1 an adjustable tripod mount 

that lets you go about every aspect of photography without a single 

glitch!

Adjustable Height 21” to 62”: 
Control your stills and shots at any latitude or altitude with the right fixture. 

The adjustments are done in a way to be used at even the most 

treacherous of locations and has additional features to support the feat.

Adjustable Height 21” to 62”: 
Control your stills and shots at any latitude or altitude with the right fixture. 
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Non-Slip Rubber Padding: 
The foot of the tripod is encased in rubber of the top rung which ensures 

that the tripod mount remains affixed even in slippery surfaces. The 

encasing also affixes the durability of the mount stand.

Adjustment  Lever: 
The tripod mount comes with an adjustment lever which lets you adjust 

the height of the mount however you want it. The limit of the adjustment 

stands at 62 inches which is pretty much a good elevation!

Comes With A Carry Bag: 
If you are an avid traveller carrying the tripod will be an easy task as it 

comes with a factory inducted bag. The bag is made of durable material 

that protects the tripod mount stand from weathering and other damage.

Adjustable Height 
53cm to 157cm


